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Check out NSU’s annual film series
By: Sofia Gallus

Arts & Entertainment Editor

NSU’s annual film series, The Reel, hosted
by the department of literature and modern
languages in the College of Arts, Humanities,
and Social Sciences and partnered with FirstYear Experience, is coming back for the winter
2020 semester.
The event was started a year and a half
ago and presents three movies per semester.
Last week, The Reel started off with the Jan.
15 showing of “Todos lo Saben” directed by
Asghar Farhadi.
Kate Waites, a professor of English and
gender studies, emphasizes that while it is
hosted by faculty, it is not a class.
“It gets you thinking, and it’s fun, and a
night off from studying. It’s a little bit different
from seeing a movie in a theater, but we have
free food involved, so that’s definitely a draw.”
Waites explained that the event is also a
way to bring a sense of community to students
who may not be able to drive off-campus and
explore.
“This is a more organized, formalized
way to try to bring the community together.
Students, professors, alumni, the public… we
can bring the community together through a
common experience, which is watching a film.
It’s a nice sharing of a cultural event that we
are doing and hope to continue doing,” she said.

The goal of the event is to bring a fun and
informative experience to students on campus
so that they can participate in their local
community.
“It’s nice comradery. People have some
food, they sit down and relax for a while,
and then they have an interesting and fun
conversation afterward.” Waites said.
Aileen Farrar, an assistant professor for the
department of literature and modern languages,
added that the discussions held after the film
are a way for students to express their ideas and
opinions without being judged or graded. “We
want people to be able to come together and
enjoy a film, but also have a safe and fun way
to practice critical and analytical skills. These
are skills that contribute to your participation in
politics or everyday conversations with friends
and family. It’s part of who you are because
obviously how you think is part of who you are
and this provides a space to express that.”
Farrar said that she and Waites felt that
there was a need for a film series that went all
year long. “We wanted something that could
speak to a couple of different genres, cultures
and audiences throughout the year so that we
could bring the campus community together.”
NSU’s has different groups and
organizations that host film showings. However,
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The Reel is the first to run throughout the entire
year. Waites explained that currently Farrar and
herself are compiling lists of movies as a way to
choose what is shown and they are always open
to suggestions.
“If students think something is a good
film, they need to email us and let us know and
we’ll try to put it on the docket for next time
around,” Waites said.

NSU’s The Reel will be running
throughout the winter semester with two more
movie showings: “Black Panther” on Feb. 5
from 6 - 9 p.m. and “Mad Max: Fury Road”
on March 18 from 6 - 9 p.m. All showings
will be in the auditorium on the second floor
of Mailman-Hollywood. The event is free and
open to all students, staff, alumni and members
of the public.

Enhance your professional career with the
Professional Development Grant
By: Rick Esner
News Editor

The application for the Professional
Development Grant (PDG) for the Fort
Lauderdale campus is now open.
The PDG is a program that awards
successful applicants up to $1,000 for use
towards an academic professional development
opportunity. These funded opportunities
include conferences, seminars or any other
professional occasions.
The purpose of the grant is to assist
students in the travel expenses that come with
attending these professional opportunities,
such as the costs of registration, boarding and
transportation.
“At NSU, [we] take a lot of pride and
understand the importance of attending
conferences and professional opportunities
for students. Something that a lot of higherups support is helping students get to their
conferences,” explained Giancarlo Onorati,
graduate assistant for the Student Government
Association.

“These are the types of opportunities that
can really supplement someone’s degree. Going
to [a conference or professional event] for the
weekend, learning something about the field
and meeting people from all over the world is
something that a lot of employers of the future
are looking for,” he said.
The PDG is another way for students at the
university to get their NSU edge.
“It was pretty major, I definitely was
depending on it,” explained Marissa Brooks, a
third year student in the College of Pharmacy,
who received the grant.
“As a pharmacy student, I don’t have a
job right now so I was depending on personal
funds to take me to this conference. Without the
funding from the grant, I don’t think I would
have been able to fund it all on my own,”
Brooks said.
To apply for the grant, there are a few
exceptions and particular requirements.
The grant works exclusively through a

reimbursement process so students are required
to front all costs for the events they go to
and the expenses. Then, they would have to
submit a request for funds to ensure they are
reimbursed. As Onorati explained, if you’re
wanting an opportunity to help fulfill an NSUbased requirement for your degree, then the
grant cannot be applied. PDG also does not
cover any mission or service trips and only
exclusively funds supplementary opportunities.
If a student fills out the PDG application
correctly with all the required and necessary
information, then they are more likely to be
accepted. With that said, the amount of money
granted depends entirely on the situation and
the event in question for the individual student.
Onorati and Brooks particularly stressed
the importance of filling out the application
correctly. “I would say to read it very carefully.
A lot of the information is already right there in
front of you… Read through it thoroughly and
check your answers. Once you’ve submitted it,

let your SGA president know. You don’t want
to mess up one little thing somewhere and then
be ineligible to get the grant,” said Brooks.
Additionally, the Regional Campus
Professional Development Grant Application is
now open as well. This grant has all the same
terms as the Fort Lauderdale grant but is solely
open to students at NSU’s regional campuses.
Micheal Deneus, assistant director of
student affairs in the Office of Regional
Campuses explained, “The grant that we have
at the regional campuses assist all seven of
the regional campuses, so that’s Jacksonville,
Orlando, Palm Beach, Puerto Rico, Fort Myers,
Miami and Tampa.”
The application deadline for the Fort
Lauderdale campus closes on Jan. 23 at
11:59 p.m. and for the regional campuses, the
application closes on Jan. 31. Both applications
can be found online on Sharkhub.
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Taliban offers ceasefire in
Afghanistan
Last Thursday, after negotiations, the
Taliban offered a temporary cease-fire to the
U.S. through the U.S. envoy. The ceasefire
is supposed to last between seven and 10
days and is seen as a step toward a path
to peace and an end to the 18-year war in
the region. Taliban officials stated that,
should the temporary truce fail, the conflict
would resume with the same force. There
are currently around 13,000 U.S. troops in
Afghanistan. The negotiations were held
last Wednesday in Qatar.

Malaria vaccine distributed
The first malaria vaccine has been
distributed in Malawi, Kenya and Ghana,
which is about 40% effective against
the disease. The vaccine, referred to as
Mosquirtix, was approved by the World
Health Organization in 2015 and is now
ready for human testing. Mosquirtix is being
provided to children in hopes of them not
being the one in 400,000 to die of malaria
each year.

Germany faces criticism
over Huawei dealings
Last Thursday, German chancellor
Angela Merkel along with Chinese Premier
Li Keqiang shared the back seat of a driverless
VW van to show cooperation between the
German Volkswagen corporation and the

Chinese Huawei company. Since 2018,
Germany’s automotive industry has worked
with the technology giant, Huawei. Concern
over the motivations of Huawei has risen,
with some calling the company a Trojan
horse. Even with this concern, Chancellor
Merkel is reluctant to ban dealings with
Huawei after the Chinese ambassador
to Germany threatened severe economic
consequences if the bans go through. Merkel
is working with members of her party, the
Christian Democratic Party, for a solution.

Cases of coronavirus found
in China and Thailand
Last week, public health officials in
Thailand confirmed a second case of the
coronavirus. The coronavirus has been
found to be similar to pneumonia and has, so
far, killed two people and infected 40 others
in China. Of the two deaths, one had major
preexisting health conditions. The outbreak
started in Wuhan, a city in central China.
As of last Thursday, two people in Thailand
were infected. This outbreak is reminiscent
of the 2003 severe acute respiratory
syndrome outbreak that started in China, but
caused 800 deaths worldwide. Countries in
the region have begun quarantining anyone
with flu-like symptoms, and the CDC has
started screening for the virus at major
airports.

The Impeachment trial
continues to the Senate
The United States’ House of
Representatives’ prosecutors began
the next portion of President Trump’s
impeachment trial on Jan. 16 by reading
the articles of impeachment to the
Senate. The articles, abuse of power
and obstruction of congress, were read
by Representative Adam Schiff. Chief
Justice John Roberts, as the justice
presiding over the trial, oversaw the
Senators’ oaths of impartial justice,
according to The New York Times.

Puerto Rico still
recovering from earthquakes
Puerto Rico is still recovering from
a series of earthquakes that struck the
island at the start of 2020. According
to NBC, over 1,000 earthquakes have
been recorded in Puerto Rico since the
beginning of the year. At least 800 homes
have been damaged, displacing hundreds
of people to shelters where they continue
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to suffer from stress, anxiety and fear due
to the aftershocks and continuing quakes.

Romaine lettuce safe for
consumption again
The CDC declared Romaine lettuce
safe for consumption last week after
an outbreak of E. coli had plagued the
produce since September. According to
CNN, 167 people were infected, of which
85 were hospitalized and 15 experienced a
form of kidney failure. The contaminated
lettuce came from Salinas, California,
and had impacted consumers across the
United States.

2019-2020 flu season’s
unusual factors
While different strains of influenza
might go around the population, type B, a
rare occurrence, emerged at the beginning
of the flu season last year. According to
Time, influenza type B is known to
circulate at the end of the season, which
has affected infection predictions and

outcomes. This strain is more likely to
affect children over the elderly. Due to the
fact that more flu-related deaths occur in
older populations, many have gotten sick
with the flu, but a smaller portion have
died.

Microsoft pledges to
reduce footprint
Tech giant Microsoft pledged
to become carbon-negative by 2030,
according to the Associated Press. This
will include both direct and supply-chain
impacts as well. Previously, Microsoft had
not lead the sustainable tech movement,
but these new figures are a closer match
to other corporations’ claims, like Google
and Apple. The company claims to be
working towards “net-zero” emissions
across their supply chain as well as
enforcing better treatment for their
workers. Microsoft aims to remove all
previously created emissions by 2050.
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get the scoop on events
happening on campus
Registration Deadline for 6v6
Volleyball League
and 7V7 Soccer League
The registration for 6v6 volleyball league
and 7V7 soccer league closes Jan. 22. Both sports
begin on Jan. 27 and run until Feb. 20. The 7v7
soccer league will be held in the Bill Gessner Sport
Complex and 6v6 volleyball games will take place
in the Recplex courts. To sign up a team for either
sport, visit imleagues.com/NovaSoutheastern to
sign in or create an account. Before the registration
deadline, choose the sport you want to participate
in and sign up your team. For more information,
contact pj355@nova.edu or call (954) 262-7303.

5th Annual Power Publishing Day
On Jan. 30, the Alvin Sherman Library will
host the 5th Annual Power Publishing Day from
8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This free event is open to the
public and will feature opportunities to meet editors
and publishers from prominent academic publishing
houses including Elsevier, Emerald, Taylor &
Francis, McGraw Hill, IEEE, SAGE and Clarivate
Analytics. You can attend the event in person, online
or sign up to receive recordings of the event to learn
about topics such as creating academic videos, open
access publishing, textbook publishing, writing
and using case studies, where to publish, avoiding
predatory publishing, publishing your research,
writing a great research paper and finding the right
journal for your paper. To register, visit lib.nova.
edu/gearup.

V-DAY NSU 2020
Twenty-one years ago, the debut of “The Vagina
Monologues,” an episodic play written by Eve Ensler,
set in motion the V-Day movement, a movement
to end violence against all women including those
who are cisgender, transgender and gender nonconforming. On Feb. 28, the NSU Title IX Office,
Office of Residential Life and Housing and NSU
AAUW (American Association of University Women)
will hold V-Day NSU 2020, which will feature a
benefit production of “The Vagina Monologues” in
the Performing and Visual Arts Black Box Theatre
at NSU. For more information, you can contact Ruth
Augustin at raugusti@nova.edu.

Telehealth conference: The future is now,
here at NSU
By: Sofia Gallus

Arts & Entertainment Editor

NSU is hosting its first conference on
telehealth. Telehealth itself is not new, but
the term is more commonly used now to
describe the use of electronic information and
communication over the telephone to support
patients who are unable to make the trip to a
hospital or clinic. The event consists of a variety
of presentations given by different professionals
in the field, including the implementation of
telehealth and the legal considerations that
follow. Some professionals will also be coming
from out of state to present at the conference.
Fred Lippman, the chancellor of the
Health Professions Divisions, explained that
“telehealth is not new to the world. It was
created primarily for rural areas, but with
the advancement of technology, there is a
tremendous advantage of using telehealth to
keep people healthy. It can be used to keep
people healthy, and also help people prevent
illness.”
Lipman also spoke about the future of
telehealth stating, “healthcare is evolving and
moving away from traditional visits to the
doctor’s office. Telehealth can help people
save time, and instead of running to urgent

care centers, there’s an ability to communicate
with a health specialist through the information
stored in technology.”
Sandrine Gaillard-Kenney, associate dean
of the Pallavi Patel College of Health Care
Sciences and Brianna Kent, assistant dean of
professional development and education in the
Pallavi Patel College of Health Care Sciences
are in charge of organizing the conference.
Gaillard-Kenney explained how the idea
for the conference “[was] really the brain-child
of our dean, Stanley Wilson, who is interested
in bringing telehealth to the forefront at
NSU. Our college wants to lead this initiative
with our partners at the Health Professions
Division because we train so many health care
professionals here.”
Gaillard-Kenney also stated that the
conference gives NSU students an advantage
by exposing them to telehealth early in their
professional careers.
“Telehealth is really expanding, so Dean
Wilson really feels that the future is now and
we need to be at the forefront to train our
students and faculty about this technology. Our
dean and our college are really paving the way

and the goal is for NSU to play a very big role
in the future of telehealth,” she said.
Gaillard-Kenney and Kent mentioned that
the College of Health Care Sciences is working
with the University of Delaware, which has a
telehealth program as well.
“We are both looking at setting standards
of excellence. Everybody is saying ‘Okay,
we’re doing telehealth,’ but what does that
mean? We are looking at the outcomes and
what really makes a good telehealth program,”
explained Gaillard-Kenney.
“Three of the NSU core values are
innovation, excellence and community,” Kent
continued. “Telehealth is very innovative and
we are working to build standards of excellence
in that field. We also want to be able to have the
opportunity to present what we are doing now
and hope to do so in the future with the NSU
community.”
The telehealth conference will be held on
Jan. 24 from noon to 4 p.m., and while students
and staff are welcome, attendees will need to
register. For registration and to learn more about
the advancement of health sciences through
telehealth, go to www.nova.edu/telehealth.
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Dot your i’s and cross your t’s
By: Emma Heineman
Features Editor

Handwriting may seem like a dying art in
the age of keyboards, smartphones and even
talk-to-text technology, but national handwriting
day on Jan. 23 reminds us that handwriting is
still an important part of everyday life and is
unique to each individual. Whether it is the way
you dot your i’s, cross your t’s or the way you
write your signature, the study of handwriting,
also known as graphology, unlocks a myriad of
insights into the ways a person thinks, feels and
acts.
Some studies even claim that studying
handwriting
can
reveal
health-related
complications, like high blood pressure
and schizophrenia. A study conducted by
the National Pen Company disclosed that
handwriting can indicate over 5,000 different
personality traits. When analyzing handwriting,
some aspects to consider include size of letters,
size of space between letters, slanting, pressure,
speed and signature. Continue reading below to
find out what your handwriting style may mean
about you.

Size of Letters
According to the study, the size of letters
can be an indicator of how comfortable you are

Spacing
Like the size of letters, the space between
letters also indicates various personality trait
trends. People who leave large, wide spaces
between their words tend to value personal
liberty and freedom and shy away from crowded
overwhelming spaces and situations. On the
other hand, narrow spacing conveys that an
individual likes to be in the company of others,
often being intrusive.

Slanting

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION
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Handwriting is as unique as your personality.

in social settings. Writing in small letters means
you are introverted, meticulous and thoughtful
while large letters signify an outgoing,
outspoken, people-person. Alternatively, large
letters can mean that an individual puts up
a front, but does not have a lot of confidence.
Average letters show a person is well-adjusted
and adaptable.

The next consideration is whether or not
the handwriting slants to one side or the other. A
slant to the right delineates a person who is open
to new experiences and opportunities and enjoys
meeting new people while writing that slants to
the left signifies an individual tends to prefer
keeping to themselves and working in more
behind-the-scenes roles. If your handwriting
slants to the left and you are right handed, it
could be an expression of rebellion. No slant
means a person has a good control over their
emotions and doesn’t let them get the best of
them. People with no slant tend to be logical and
practical.

Pressure
Pressure is another fact to consider when
deciphering the meaning of handwriting. Heavy
pressure indicates a propensity for commitment,
but excessively heavy pressure may mean a
person is uptight and reacts quickly to criticism.
Light pressure, however, can mean a person is
sensitive and empathetic, but may lack energy.

Speed
Studies show that people with little
patience for delays who dislike wasting time
are more likely to write quickly while a slow
writing pace generally delineates a methodical,
organized individual.

Signature
Even if you don’t handwrite very often,
signing your name on legal documents, records,
receipts and more is unlikely to go out of style
anytime soon. If a person prefers their John
Hancock to be legible and neat, it may indicate
that they are confident and comfortable in their
own skin. An illegible signature shows a person
values privacy and may be hard to read or
understand.

To work or not to work
By: Cameron Pritchett
Sports Editor

College — it’s supposed to be the most fun
and exciting four years of your life. While this
statement is proven time and time again, college
is also one of — if not the most — expensive
time periods of your life. The average debt
from student loans, according to the Associated
Press, has reached a high of $33,000. Even for
students on scholarship, affording books, food,
maintaining a vehicle (if you have access to
one, of course) and paying for entertainment can
quickly add up, increasing this debt substantially.
While college is supposed to be an overall

fun time where you get to live on your own,
develop your education and meet new people,
it is also an opportunity for us as students to
start learning time management skills by adding
jobs to our routine. Learning time management
is just one of the benefits of getting a job in
college, not to mention the extra income you
get from working, which can help ease some
of your debt. For those without a mode of
transportation, getting a job on campus is one
of the best options and allows you to be flexible
in accommodating to your class schedule. Many

on-campus jobs are “work study,” where you’re
allowed to work part-time while attending
school and get paid through with federal money.
Cracking down on student debt is huge, but
there are also other benefits in the long term that
come from gaining job experience. To begin,
if you apply for credit, you look to be more
trustworthy with a steady flow of income. This
will allow you to be financially independent
from your parents or legal guardians, which
is a huge first step to take in the “real world.”
Gaining job experiences opens up a world of

opportunities for students to continue to adding
onto their resume, which can help them to get
their dream career.
The mental health benefits of having a
job in college are also important and often
overlooked. After a long shift at work, you
simply feel better about yourself and your
confidence level is increased exponentially. You
feel motivated, and this leads to improvement
in other aspects of your life. The benefits of
acquiring a job, whether it be on-campus or off,
is something worth looking into for all students.

Spring break: how to start getting ready
By: Madelyn Rinka
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Even though it may seem like the semester
has just started, it’s never too early to prepare
for your spring break adventure. Whether
you’re looking to take an extravagant, luxurious
vacation or prefer a bit more of a staycation,
getting a head start on planning can help reduce
your stress before and during your trip.

First of all… who’s coming?
While it might be difficult to get a group
of people to commit to trip, determining who’s
coming is crucial to the planning process.
Especially if you’re working on a budget, —
more on that later — knowing the number of
people and how much they’re each willing and
able to contribute is important. Additionally, it
can help you figure out how shared costs, like
hotel rooms or car rentals, will be split. Consider
making a group chat just for your trip, even if
you already have one with your friends — then,
you can share links and details so everything is
in the same place and you won’t have to dig for
it later. It is also important to understand what
everyone wants from the trip. Some of your

friends may want to sleep in while others want
to get a headstart on the day. Planning things
out in advance will make it easier to avoid
disagreements during your trip.

Budget, budget, budget
Whether you’re the type of person who
uses Excel to break down all of their expenses
or you just let your bank account do it for you
once a month, planning your budget is arguably
one of the most important parts of preparing for
your trip, because it will determine what you can
do. Try planning out how much you can save up
or afford to spend rather than seeing how much
everything costs and then trying to find the
money for it, as this could lead to overspending.

Pick a destination
Maybe you’ve had some place in mind
for years, or maybe you just know you want to
take a trip — but after you’ve figured out your
budget, you can determine your destination.
Knowing how much you can afford to spend
and how much time you can be there can help

you decide where you can go. Ask yourself the
following questions:
How will we get there?
Is this a safe location?
Do we need to rent a car?
Will we be staying in a hotel?
Do we need to pay for extra amenities or
entertainment?
Do we need a passport?
Are there any steps we need to take before
going to this place specifically?
Online blogs or sites like Pinterest can be
a great resource for first-hand travel advice.
Chances are, if you want to go there, someone’s
written a blogpost about their trip. Do a little
research and make sure the place you’re
thinking of is actually where you want to visit.

Do enough research
Don’t take one price, one article or one
word of advice as gospel. As far as prices go,
sometimes certain sites don’t show every option
for hotels and airfare. Try sites like Expedia or
Kayak to compare prices and make sure you’re

getting the best deal. Before you book anything,
however, make sure you qualify: some hotels
and rental car agencies only allow people at
specific ages to use their services, like 18, 21
or 25.
Finally, don’t just read one review for
anything — from a hotel to a country — and
base your entire outlook on that. Unless someone
makes an effort to review everything they use
and every place they visit, you might only be
seeing two ends of the spectrum: those that
thought the experience was so great they needed
to tell others, and those that had such a terrible
time they needed to share their warnings. Try
combing through different sources to read what
people did and didn’t like and take into account
what you value while traveling. Also remember
to account for safety. If you haven’t been to this
place before, it’s important to know what you
should and shouldn’t do to avoid any potential
safety issues.
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Blue Taco Bar
By: Cameron Pritchett
Sports Editor

NSU is a unique and lively campus, but that
doesn’t mean Sharks can’t band together and
take an afternoon to explore the South Florida
area — even if that just means finding a quaint
place to study.
I’ve been in South Florida for almost eight
years now, and I am always looking for new
food and restaurants to try, given we live in such
a diverse area. When my friends came back
from college over winter break, we decided to
venture and find the best restaurants we could in
the limited amount of time we had together. We
discovered a restaurant that adds their own twist
to a traditional food — tacos. Blue Taco, located
on Sheridan Street in the Sheridan Shoppes,
specializes in — you guessed it — tacos.

When you walk in, you’re greeted warmly
and are welcome to sit wherever you would
like. As soon as you walk in, you’re hit with the
aroma of spices, steak on the grill and taco shells
being made. It’s a relatively small restaurant,
with a warm and comfortable atmosphere so
don’t let the “bar” in the name distract you.
The menu is not particularly complicated, but it
has dozens of options to choose from, and it’s
not just tacos. They have delicious guacamole
and salsa, highly rated tortas and antojitos and
finally, burritos and quesadillas.
You may be wondering, “why is it called
Blue Taco?” This is where the twist comes in.
When you order your food from a selection of
12 different kinds of tacos, you choose between
the traditional flour tortillas or their housemade

blue corn tortilla shells. These shells have some
special features. Our waitress explained how
they have 20% more protein than their white
flour or corn counterparts, significantly less
starch, a higher level of antioxidants and antiinflammatory properties.
With so many choices at my fingertips,
I decided to be a bit more adventurous and
try some more diverse options. I had the pork
belly, al pastor (pork marinated and grilled with
pineapple) and lengua (braised beef tongue
braised with garlic and onions) tacos — all
with blue corn shells. To say I was impressed
would be an understatement. The explosion and
combination of flavoring between the meats,
seasonings, toppings and their selection of hot
sauces was indescribably mouth-watering.

While I get desserts at restaurants once
in a blue moon, I decided to on that particular
day. I split an order of churros with ice cream,
served with cajeta — a thickened syrup usually
made of sweetened caramelised goat’s milk —
and chocolate sauce. The churros were perfectly
crisped and sprinkled with sugar and cinnamon.
It proved to be an excellent combination of sweet
from the chocolate sauce and ice cream with
savory from the cajeta. You get a fair portion
size for the price you pay — and the tacos were
a fair size, making them relatively inexpensive
at $3.50-$4.50 each. I had a great experience and
plan to be back soon hungry for more.
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OFF SHORE
CALENDAR

Oh Wonder

South Florida Fair
Jan. 17-Feb. 2 | Various times
@South Florida Fairgrounds |
West Palm Beach, FL

By: Madelyn Rinka
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Rembrandt: The Sign and Light
Art Exhibition
Jan. 22 | 10 a.m.
@The Society of the Four Arts |
Palm Beach, FL
Jurassic World
Jan. 23 | 7 p.m.
@BB&T Center | Sunrise, FL
Luminosa: A Festival of Light
Jan. 23 | 5 p.m.
@Jungle Island | Miami, FL
Gaelic Storm
Jan. 23 | 7:30 p.m.
@Culture Room | Fort
Lauderdale, FL
Homestead Championship
Rodeo
Jan. 24 | 7 p.m.
@Doc DeMilly Rodeo Arena |
Homestead, FL
International Chocolate Festival
Jan. 25-26 | 9:30 a.m.
@Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Gardens | Coral Gables, FL
Steve Martin and Martin Short
Jan. 25 | 8 p.m.
@Hard Rock Live at the
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and
Casino | Hollywood, FL
Super Bowl Experience
presented by Lowe’s
Jan. 26 | 10 a.m.
@Miami Beach Convention
Center | Miami Beach, FL
4th Annual South Florida
Celebrity Fest
Jan. 27 | 6 p.m.
@Ash Cigar Bar and Lounge |
Boca Raton, FL

Oh Wonder’s newest album, “No One Else Can Wear Your Crown,” comes out on Feb. 7

“Happy” doesn’t quite cover it — Oh
Wonder’s new releases will leave you feeling
passionate, energized, reflective and, yes, of
course, happy.
If you haven’t heard of Oh Wonder before
today, or if you’ve only listened to the sampling
of their song “Landslide” from Lil Uzi Vert,
now is the perfect time to hop on board. The
London-based duo, Josephine Vander Gucht
and Anthony West, is set to release their
latest album, “No One Else Can Wear Your
Crown,” on Feb. 7. Several singles from the
album, however, have already been released,
including “I Wish I Never Met You,” “Better
Now,” “Hallelujah,” and their latest, “Happy.”
Oh Wonder’s sound has evolved since
their 2015 self-titled album, but five years later,
they still sound like themselves. Through a
mix of indie, pop, acoustics and lowkey techno
beats, each song sounds different from the last
while still maintaining cohesiveness from track
to track. You never feel blindsided by the next
song, but you won’t feel like you’re hearing

the same melody over and over again either.
Oh Wonder has found the perfect balance on
staying true to their sound while never failing
to make their releases interesting and new.
“I Wish I Never Met You” is a perfect
example. For long-time fans, the entrance beats
and harmonies are reminiscent of something
that could have been on their first album. Less
than a minute in, you can start to hear their
newer, refined vibe, adding strings and swells
of sound in the background.
It’s easy to get lost in the song, but
impossible to ignore the lyrics: “It takes time
to get bigger / Shine bright, find a rhythm / And
I’ll try not be bitter.”
Other songs that have been released from
the album promise plenty of diversity between
the tracks. “Better Now” surrounds a story
about the anxiety and hope of waiting to see if
someone is alright.
The lyrics are cut with “Hot cup of coffee
... / Cold cup of coffee” — the more solemn
song reminds the listener of the stress of

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM M. RINKA

waiting, when time somehow seems to go by
both too fast and too slow.
On the other hand, “Hallelujah” is about
the duo making it and finally finding their
niche despite past words of discouragement.
Their latest single, “Happy,” is
accompanied by a music video that was
released on Jan. 13. In comparison with their
more artistic videos for “I Wish I Never Met
You” and “Hallelujah,” I was not expecting to
find the video for “Happy” to be funny, but I
found myself trying to stifle my laughter while
watching it. The video follows Vander Gucht
and West through a fake “break-up,” being
told by older versions of themselves. While
I appreciate and enjoy watching their more
serious work, this was a fun departure that was
refreshing to see.
Check out Oh Wonder before their new
album comes out — and look forward to “No
One Else Can Wear Your Crown” on Feb. 7.

The history of tarot
By: Sarah Goltsman
Contributing Writer

While October has ended, the talk of
witches in popular culture has all but faded.
However, many people still turn to witchcraft
and divination to guide them all year. One means
of reaching fate and fortune of the curious is
through the 78-card tarot deck.
Despite their current uses, tarot cards
started as a traditional card game, like a pack
of playing cards with 10 numbered cards and
four face cards in a deck of 56, full of deeply
Christian symbols. Today, these games can still
be found in Hungary, Austria, and tarot’s country
of origin, Italy, where records show the first deck
appeared in 1425.
In the following 200 years, tarot took on
another meaning as it drew inspiration from
ancient Egyptian mythology and the work
of Egyptian priests, combining it with more
popular Christian imagery. In the mid 1700s,
tarot was adopted by those who participated in
divination and the occult. An in-depth analysis
of the now 78 card deck (56 suited cards and 22
of a trump category called major arcana cards)
was published by Antoine Court de Gebelin,

documenting tarot’s rise into the world of magic
and reading fate.
Rather than the original Christian imagery
used on tarot playing cards, most decks revolve
around the Rider-Waite deck’s symbolism and
art style. This deck follows the 78 card format
and was designed and published by Arthur
Waite and illustrated by Pamela Colman Smith
in 1909. Now, over 100 years later, similar
symbolism is still used, and the meanings
derived in this deck are still the ones that are put
in today’s instructional books on tarot. Despite
this consistency in the meaning of each card,
the aesthetic differences increase with every
new deck. Tarot decks can be purchased online
from independent sellers and artists, major hubs
like Amazon, and in person stores, like Urban
Outfitters, who are now falling into the new
“trend” of casual witchcraft.
New decks also have massive ties to pop
culture, such as decks and spreads pulling from
the characters, storylines of “Game of Thrones,”
“Lord of the Rings” and other expansive worlds.
Illustrations range from intricate and detail-

oriented (Illuminated Tarot and Tattooed Tarot)
to the bare minimum to read (The Okay Tarot).
Divination is accessible and customizable
to anyone willing to take the time to learn the
significance of each card. In a modern tarot
deck, the general format remains the same as
the original explication by de Gebelin with 22
trump cards, number 0 (The Fool) to 21 (The
World) called major arcana or greater secrets,
and 56 suited cards in the suits wands, pentacles,
swords and cups called minor arcana or lesser
secrets. When pulled in a tarot reading, major
arcana are typically used to signify a larger
theme or life event, whereas minor arcana are
meant to signify smaller moments and lessons.
However, each reader is different, and every
spread can take the meaning the reader infuses.
Tarot reading has been shaped by its roots,
history, artists, readers and the experience of
reading tarot or having a fortune telling is a
personal opportunity. The whole field offers
millions of intricacies to dive into.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION
FROM S. GOLTSMAN
The rainbow gradient aesthetic of these tarot
cards brings a modern twist on the age old
tradition.
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Netflix’s Dracula from someone who knows the story
By: Sofia Gallus

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Netflix has got a new series, and it’s about
the king of the night. On Jan. 1, “Dracula,” a
show broken down into three episodes, each
an hour and a half long, was released on the
streaming platform and people had feelings.
Of course, vampire shows and movies are
abundant, to say the least, and the story of
Dracula has been used time and time again,
but, even with only three episodes, this new
show was a lot to process. Seeing as the show’s
creators are the same from the hit BBC show
“Sherlock,” it is fitting that it follows a similar
structure. Dracula always remains one step
ahead of the audience. The easiest way to keep
up is if you know the original story of Dracula,
but it’s not a necessary to enjoy the series.
The show does a pretty good job of laying
out the plot for those who may have never heard
the original stories. However, “Dracula” truly

becomes a marvel when you do understand
the many hints and nods to classic vampire
literature thrown into the mix by the show’s
creators. The original story of Dracula was
written by Bram Stoker and published in 1897.
Vampire stories, however, existed in literature
far before Bram Stoker’s account. In 1816, a
short work of prose called “The Vampyre” by
John William Polidori was written for friendly
competition between a small group of writers.
Polidori’s account of vampires did not actually
involve Dracula, but instead the charming and
devious Lord Ruthven.
The new series follows Count Dracula, a
timeless (both figuratively and literally, since,
you know, immortality) mythological figure
and his plans to move from Transylvania and
conquer England. For this review, the series
will be broken down by episode and evaluated

over how closely it follows Bram Stoker’s tale
while also bringing new things to the table.

The first episode: This is the
Dracula fans wanted.
The first episode contains nods to other
famous vampire stories, as the exterior of Count
Dracula’s castle was the same castle used in
the 1922 vampire film “Nosferatu.” Despite
the allusions, there were some slight changes
in character as well. In the show, Dracula
feeds on both men and women, something that
isn’t true in the original “Dracula,” but has
become widely common in vampire stories
today. Dracula, while always thought of as a
charismatic character, is given a sophisticated
charm in the show that is meant to mask his
true hideous nature and his (blood) drinking
problem. Perhaps the biggest change to the

story is that Van Helsing is working as a nun.
While this is a major change in retrospect to
the original “Dracula,” it was not the first time
Van Helsing has been portrayed as a woman.
The episode also covers some popular vampire
powers, such as being able to shapeshift,
growing long fangs and inhuman strength and
agility. The visual effects in this episode are
arguably the best in the series, albeit perhaps a
bit too theatrical. While the first episode made
some changes, it only enhanced the originality
of the show and offered a more in-depth
rendition of Stoker’s book while throwing
in little easter eggs to other famous vampire
literature and film.

•

For an extended review of Netflix’s
“Dracula,” visit NSUCurrent.nova.edu

The Oscars: A story of snubs and good
old fashioned bribery
By: Christina McLaughlin
Co-Editor-in-Chief

The 92nd Annual Academy Awards, also
known as the Oscars, is the one night of the year
that Hollywood stars grace the Dolby Theatre to
honor the best films of the year. The nominees of
this prestigious award show were announced last
Monday and the winners will be announced live
on-air Sunday, Feb. 9 on ABC.
Before that fateful Sunday night where
we can guess which nominees will win, admire
the lavish fashion on the red carpet or hear the
acceptance speeches from our favorite stars, we
have to acknowledge this award show is one of
the most hotly debated and overtly mysterious
award shows there are.
The debate that always comes around is
“That movie was terrible, how did THAT get
nominated,” or my personal favorite, “Hey!
Where is my favorite movie of the year?” Oh
yes, the fateful snubs and nomination decisions
leave you scratching your head trying to figure

out reasons. We may not know why certain films
get nominated and others don’t, but it seems to
come down to two possibilities: the rulebook or
likeability from the Academy.
Every time I talk about the Oscars, I’ve
sat there thinking, who are “The Academy?”
Are they a secret organization of money makers
in Hollywood or just a fancy exclusive club of
snobby white men who hate change? Both have
been argued, but after a lot of investigation on
the Oscar’s website, I’ve come to the conclusion
that it’s actually made up of actors, directors,
screenwriters and other members of the
entertainment industry who have been invited
to join, or are welcomed after their respective
nominations, to the Oscars.
To win over the voters of The Academy, just
like high school, you have to be well-liked or at
least well-known to be recognized for your work.
There are also rules, which are meant to keep the

nominated and potentially nominated films on an
even playing field, but most importantly, there is
the Reminder List of Eligible films to be voted
on. This year’s Reminder List features 53 pages
of eligible films which Academy members had
the option to choose from.
You might be thinking, “Wait, these members
watched 53 pages worth of films for the year,” No.
What actually happens is that, during the year,
production companies and film studios have the
right to run campaigns for the films they’ve made.
This includes sending out screeners or DVD’s of
the films, invitations to premieres, complimentary
gifts at events (to somewhat strict guidelines) and
other perks directly to known members of The
Academy as long as they are within the limited
restrictions outlined in the guidelines. To put it
simply, the movies of the year with the most buzz,
most exclusive premieres or the best marketing
campaign, do the best during award season.

This can also explain why the show is
notoriously called out for being seemingly racist
and/or sexist. Members of the Academy are
seemingly voting based on what films benefit
them the most, are well-known or have the most
buzz and sadly, those made by minorities and
women aren’t exactly heavily supported in terms
of funding for campaigns. They are also not
well-recognized since they tend to be from firsttime creators or are newer to the entertainment
industry as Hollywood’s history has consisted
predominantly of white men. Overall, this award
show, like many others, is an over-glorified
popularity contest and money game. Still, that
won’t stop audiences from enjoying the night’s
festivities, like 2014’s iconic Oscar Selfie.

Make it on your own: DIY recipes
By: Rick Esner
News Editor

There is some mysterious allure behind
Directions:
wanting to make our own versions of famous
Combine all ingredients in a bowl.
recipes. A burger is never truly complete without
Stir until uniformly mixed.
one key component. It doesn’t matter how
amazing the ingredients you bought are or if the
Einstein Bros cream cheese
patty is cooked to perfection, without Big Mac
shmear
sauce, it is pointless. Things like that drive the
Cook time 10 minutes ● Serving size 1 cup
desire, in both amateur and professional chefs
Einstein Bros cream cheese shmears come
alike, to create mimics of their favorite famous in a variety of different flavors depending on
food. Here are some dupes for some of your the season, all of which have straightforward
favorites.
recipes. In this recipe, roasted garlic and herb
shmear is outlined, but if you want to replace it
Big Mac sauce
for another recipe, substitute the garlic and herb
Cook time 10 minutes ● Serving size ¾ cup for additional ingredients. For instance, if you
The Big Mac is a staple in American want the strawberry shmear, substitute with some
culture and with that well-known burger comes strawberry extract and red food dye. Refrigerate
it’s even more well-known sauce. This recipe is after use.
super simple and can be created with ingredients
you probably already own. This sauce can be
Ingredients:
refrigerated and used again, but is best when • 1 8- ounce container of softened cream cheese
served fresh.
• ½ teaspoon of garlic spread concentrate
• ¼ teaspoon dried parsley flakes
Ingredients:
• ⅛ teaspoon salt
• ⅛ teaspoon salt
•
• 1 teaspoon granulated white sugar
Directions:
• 1 teaspoon white vinegar
Whip the cream cheese either by hand or in
• 1 tablespoon of minced white onion
a mixer until smooth.
• 4 teaspoons pickled relish
Add the remaining ingredients until
• 2 tablespoons French dressing
uniformly mixed.
• ½ cup mayonnaise
Cover with tin foil and place in the
•
refrigerator to chill until firm.

IHOP red velvet pancakes
Cook and prep time 30 minutes ● Servings 8
A personal favorite of mine that led to
devastation when they were unfortunately
discontinued. If these famed pancakes do not
happen to come back for the Valentine season,
here is a recipe to keep you satisfied. Additionally,
these pancakes are fresh, so no bland box-mix
taste.

Pancake ingredients:
• 2 cups all-purpose flour
• 3 tablespoons natural cocoa powder
• 2 teaspoons baking powder
• ½ teaspoon baking soda
• ½ teaspoon salt
• 2 cups milk
• 2 tablespoons white vinegar
• ½ cup granulated sugar
• 2 large eggs
• 1 & ½ tablespoons red food dye
• 2 teaspoons vanilla extract
• 1/3 cup of melted salted butter

Cream Cheese Glaze
ingredients:
• 6 ounces of softened cream cheese
• 6 tablespoons of softened unsalted butter
• 2 cups of powdered sugar
• ½ cup milk
• ½ teaspoon vanilla extract

Directions:
1. Heat up a nonstick frying pan or
griddle.
2. In a bowl, whisk together all the dry
ingredients for your pancake mix and set aside.
3. Thoroughly mix the vinegar into the
milk and let sit for 2 minutes.
4. Pour the milk and vinegar mixture into
a separate bowl and add in the rest of the pancake
ingredients.
5. Whisk together until combined.
6. Slowly begin adding in the dry
ingredients while whisking.
7. Finish mixing until combined.
8. Pour finished batter onto the frying pan
with a ¼ measuring cup.
9. Cook until bubbles begin to appear on
the surface then flip. Do not wait for too many
bubbles or the pancakes will lose that red color.
10. For the glaze:
11. Whip the cream cheese and butter in a
bowl until mixed.
12. Whip in the rest of the glaze ingredients
in.
13. For garnish, put the glaze into a piping
bag and spread over the pancakes.
Go to nsucurrent.nova.edu
and search “recipe“
for more foodie delights
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Shannon Towne
By: Christina McLaughlin
Co-Editor-in-Chief

track and field unique from other
sports?
“I would say that it’s individual, but it’s
also a team-effort based sport. It’s not really like
basketball or volleyball where it is a collective
effort. We are all held accountable as individuals
because we all do our own events. It’s different
[than other sports] because we all have to support
each other even though we don’t have the
[opportunity] to rely on each other [in our events].
Obviously I’m not going to be able to run a 5k
or do steeple-chase, and none of [my teammates
of other events] could probably pole vault. It’s
different because you learn to support people in
sports [that you might not] know anything about.
It’s a different dynamic.”

How was it to adjust to the
NSU dynamic coming from a
different school?
Above: An action shot of Shannon Towne.

Shannon Towne is a second-year graduate
student in the Dr. Pallavi Patel College of Health
Care Sciences working towards a doctorate in
physical therapy. She is a senior pole vaulter on
NSU’s Track and Field team.

What got you into pole
vaulting and into the sport
of track and field?
“I was a gymnast all my life. I started doing
gymnastics [when] I was 18 months old and
[continued] all the way up into the end of high
school. One of my friends from gymnastics got
hurt and couldn’t do it anymore, so she asked me

“I wasn’t on the track team my freshman
year
of
college. I took a year off athletics from my
PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM NSU ATHLETICS
graduation of high school and into college. It was
hard because I went from 40 hours of gymnastics
if I wanted to [try] pole vaulting [with her] and I and pole vault and all the clubs you can imagine.
said sure and we both ended up doing it through I was a very busy person who worked two jobs so
college.”
to go to college and have one job and college to
focus on was a challenge for me. It’s almost like
How has your experience been I function better when I’m busy. It was different,
at NSU?
but it was nice to go back to athletics because it
“I love NSU. I’m from Missouri so the felt weird [to have so much free time].”
warmth is nice. The team is very supportive. It’s
a fun place to be for sure. I’ve lived [in South
How would you describe your
Florida] for five years now, so I don’t miss home
athletic career now that you are
as much as I used to. I’m married and I have set
near the end of that part of
down roots of my own life [while here at NSU].”
your life?
“It’s bittersweet, but I’m 24 now so I’m
What would you say makes
ready to be done. It’s been a long haul. I’m ready

to move on and focus on grad school, start a
family and focus on my future career and live my
life. I’m excited to be done, but once I’m [done],
I probably won’t know what to do with myself.
My husband is also a pole vaulter at NSU so it’s
something that we do together and it’s going to
be weird to not have that to do together, but I’m
looking forward to [the change].”

What do you do in your free
time?
“I’m an avid Bachelor fan. My husband and
I both free dive and love to spearfish. Anything
in the ocean is great and I really like to draw.
Anything outdoors is really [my comfort zone,]
you know, living the life, hanging in the hammock
or playing with my dog.”

What are your plans for the
future?
“I want to finish grad school. I’ve got a little
while left. We go on a medical mission trip in my
program every year to Puerto Rico, so I’m really
looking forward to that.

What has pole vaulting taught
you that you carry with you in
your daily life?
“Pole vaulting has taught me that 99% of
the things that you are afraid of are irrational and
just in your head. I’ve been pole vaulting for 11
years now and it’s very much a mental game.
It’s all in your head that ‘the wind’s blowing too
much today’ or ‘the runway is a little bit wet.’
Everything that we stress about in life is just stuff
that we make up in our head and if you could get
over that, then you can really face any problem
in your life.”

OUT OF THE SHARKZONE
caution: your sports news is now leaving NSU

LSU ousts Clemson Tigers
in College Football National
Championship
Last Monday night, Louisiana State
University won the National College Football
Championship against Clemson University,
last years’ victors. The 42-25 victory over the
Clemson Tigers was LSU’s first title since
2007 when they beat the Ohio State Buckeyes.
LSU and Clemson both have a tiger as their
mascot, a similarity that prompted the creation
of a GoFundme page by LSU fans to raise
money for Clemon’s “sad-looking cat-human
hybrid.” The page takes a jab at the mascot by
claiming it looks like the university bought it
“from the clearance rack from TG&Y in 1981.”
Over $1,600 have been raised since donations
opened, all of which will supposedly be
donated to the Clemson Athletic Department
at the conclusion of the fundraiser.

More states to follow
California’s athlete
endorsement bill
In the midst of the most profitable time
of the year for college football, more than a
dozen states have commited to debate whether
or not student athletes should be able to profit
from their fame. The increase in discussion
about the long contested issue has gained
attention and consideration after California
lawmakers passed legislation allowing college
athletes to cut endorsement deals and hire
agents. The decision was opposed by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association,

who claimed the law was unconstitutional.
However, even more push back from states is
expected as states, including Florida, Georgia,
Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina and Washington, are expected to
consider similar legislation. Many of the laws
in consideration mirror California’s law while
others take it a step further by proposing that
student-athletes also receive a share of ticket
revenues. According to an article in The New
York Times, the issue has also become a point
of debate in Washington where lawmakers
have begun to scrutinize the NCAA, signaling
that Congress could intervene.

Iran’s only female olympic
medalist announces her
decision to defect
21-year old Olympic bronze medalist
Kimia Alizadeh announced on Instagram
that she had defected from the nation due to
“hypocrisy, lies, injustice and flattery.” The
taekwondo medalist announced her plans at
a time of heightened tensions between the
United States and Iran due to the assasination
of General Solemani by U.S. forces and the
ensuing conflict between the two nations.
Alizadeh did not indicate where she was
seeking asylum in her post. However, Iran’s
semi official IRNA news agency claims she
has relocated to the Netherlands. They also
reported that Alizadeh plans to participate in
the 2020 Tokyo Olympic games, although not
as a representative of Iran.

Women’s Swimming
In their first meet back since midDecember, the Sharks were able to post a
commanding victory over West Chester
on Jan. 10. Women’s swimming, currently
ranked sixth, dismantled the number five
ranked Golden Rams by a count of 122-83.
Junior Emma Sundstedt was able to post the
first individual win of the meet in the 1000
freestyle, while also going onto win the 500
freestyle later that day.

Men’s Swimming
The sixth ranked men’s swimming
team also had a dominant day beating West
Chester 145.5-59.5. Junior Bernardo Abascal
had the best time of any swimmer at the 1000
freestyle event, with a time of 9:37.86. The
Sharks will look to continue their stretch of
success when they take on Keiser on Jan. 18.

Men’s Basketball
Men’s basketball was able to improve
their record to 11-2 on Jan. 11 when they

defeated Florida Tech, 102-56. The Sharks
briefly trailed early in the first half, but that
would not last long as they quickly went on a
28-4 run to close out the first half, leading 4724. Freshman Jake Maranville had a standout
performance, knocking down six three point
shots and helping to route the Panthers by a
final score of 102-56. This victory represents
the largest victory against any Sunshine
State conference opponent. An all around
spectacular team performance, the Sharks
bench outperformed the Panther bench 52-5.

Women’s Basketball
On Jan. 11, despite a slow start in the
first quarter, women’s basketball was able
to defeat Florida Tech. 80-61. The Sharks
excelled in almost every notable category,
grabbing 42 rebounds, limiting their
turnovers to 16 and had quick hands as they
were able to steal the ball nine times. Redshirt
senior Jordan Tully dropped 21 points in just
23 minutes and earned a double-double with
10 rebounds as well.
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ON DECK

By: Rick Esner
News Editor

January 21
Lendl beats Becker
In 1986, tennis player Ivan Lendl, a Czech
athlete who won eight titles at the majors and
seven year-end championships, defeated Boris
Becker. Becker is an athlete from Germany
holding five year-end championships and an
Olympic gold medal in doubles. Lendl defeating
Becker led to Lendl claiming the season-ending
ATP Masters Grand Prix title for the third time
at Madison Square Garden in New York. The
first win was in 1982 with the second in 1983.
Lendl went on to win two more times until
Becker defeated him in 1988.

January 22
Two legends inducted into
MLB Hall of Fame
Two MLB legends, Roy Campanella and
Stan Musial, were inducted into the Hall of
Fame in 1969. Campanella was the catcher for
the Brooklyn Dodgers from 1948 to 1957 and
received the MVP award three times while in
the National League until he retired in 1957
due to an automobile accident. Musial was
an outfielder and first baseman for the St.
Louis Cardinals and a three-time World Series
champion as well as a three-time MVP award
recipient.

January 23
50 goals in 50 games
In 1981, Mike Bossy became the second
player in the NHL to score 50 goals in 50 games.
Bossy played for the New York Islanders for the
entirety of his career and was a critical part of the
team when the Islanders had a four-year reign as
Stanley Cup champions in the 1980s. Bossy was
up against the Quebec Nordiques and in intense
competition with Charlie Simmer to see who
could reach 50 goals first following Maurice
Richard in 1945.

January 24
Dodgers’ largest contract
Jackie Robinson signed a $35,000 contract,
an equivalent of $371,929 adjusted for inflation,
with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1950, the
highest any Dodger had been paid to that point.
Robinson was a second baseman and contributed
to leaps in progress to end racial segregation in
professional baseball. Robinson won multiple
awards throughout his career and was inducted
into the Hall of Fame in 1962.

January 25
First Winter Olympics

which would later become the modern Winter
Olympic Games. The week was held in a town in
southern France called Chamonix and included
activities such as bobsleighing, curling, skiing
and ice hockey. While the event was small in
nature, the International Olympic Committee
took hold of the idea and designated it as the first
Winter Olympics.

January 26
First Australian Women’s
Open Winner
Margaret Court, an Australian champion,
beat Billie Jean King, an American athlete,
in the first Australian Open Women’s Tennis
competition in 1969. Court went on to win two
consecutive Opens after this and won again in
1973.

January 27
Archie Moore retains title
In 1954, Archie Moore beat Joey Maxim
in a 15 round fight for the light heavyweight
boxing title. The fight took place at the Orange
Bowl in Miami and was the last in a famous
trilogy of fights won by Moore for the title.

WOMEN’S TENNIS
vs. Asa College
Jan. 23 | 2:00 p.m.
Miami, FL

MEN’S BASKETBALL
@ Barry
Jan 22 | 7:30 p.m.
Miami Shores, FL.
vs. Tampa
Jan 25 | 4:00 p.m.
Rick Case Arena
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
@Barry
Jan 22 | 5:30 p.m.
Miami Shores, FL.
vs. Tampa
Jan 25 | 2:00 p.m.
Rick Case Arena

In 1924, the French Olympic committee
organized an International Winter Sports Week,

A man fighting for honor is a man to be reckoned with
By: Flor Ana Mireles
Copy Editor

Conor “The Notorious” McGregor has
been in the UFC game since his 2013 debut on
Fight Night 26 against Max Holloway where
he won by decision in the third round. Over the
years, McGregor has had a lot of controversy
surrounding his name with fans both loving and
hating him. The 31-year-old Irish professional
mixed martial artist and boxer — not to mention,
former UFC featherweight and lightweight
champion and the welterweight champion of
last Saturday’s UFC 246 in which he knocked
out Donald “Cowboy” Cerrone in 40th second
of the first round — received a lot of negative
criticism surrounding his actions when he was
set to fight Khabib Nurmagomedov, who holds
the longest active undefeated streak in MMA, at
UFC 229 in 2018. After an altercation between
Nurmagomedov and Artem Lobov, a training

partner and friend of McGregor, two days after,
McGregor threw a hand truck in the direction of
Nurmagomedov who was on a bus filled with
other fighters.
It’s obvious to say that McGregor’s response
to the altercation between Nurmagomedov and
Lobov was extremely unnecessary, but in the
lead up to their title fight, both fighters actually
gained a lot more attention through their feud.
While MMA is a serious sport not to be messed
with, it’s still easy to see feuds pop up out of
nowhere between fighters in the weeks leading
up to their time in the octagon to gain more
hype. Not to mention, these fighters have more
eyes on them, possibly increasing the profits and
proceeds from the fight.
McGregor is one of the most well known
names in the MMA and a lot can be said about

him from his recent interviews. While in
previous interviews and previous years we
would see a talkative McGregor looking for
“beef” with his opponents, in recent interviews,
specifically one with Ariel Helwani, a Canadian
MMA access journalist, we see a side of him
that seems very focused and mentally healthy
as he apologized for his past actions, actually
seeming embarrassed and ashamed of what
he’d previously done. It’s not difficult to
understand what’s happened here. McGregor
went from fighting for money and wanting to
“make it” — something a lot of fighters do —
to fighting for honor and to prove something to
the world in who he is.
Currently, McGregor is not only a
champion fighter, but the founder and owner
of his own Whiskey brand, Proper No. Twelve

Irish Whiskey, and a father. For him, it’s not
about making money anymore, but about
fighting with honor and doing what he loves —
something everyone should strive for.
While McGregor’s previous actions
shouldn’t be shrugged off, we should at least
be forgiving as we understand where he was
coming from. I’m sure a lot of people would stir
the pot if they were getting millions of dollars
out of it. McGregor seems to be starting a new
chapter of his life with a more mature energy
and with time, we shall see where it leads him.
For now, we should see him as a man fighting
with honor and for honor, and that makes him a
man to be reckoned with.

Want to join Student Media? Attend a meeting to learn more!
For the writers
and designers:

For the music critics and
aspiring DJs:

For the film junkies and
script writers:

The Current:
Tuesdays at 12:30pm
Rosenthal 200

Radio X:
Wednesdays at noon
Rosenthal 200

SUTV:
Fridays at noon
SAB, third floor
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Your posts are ruining the
environment
By: Alexander Martinie
Opinions Editor

History is not always
what it seems
By: Flor Ana Mireles
Copy Editor

Recently, I had the opportunity to watch
the based-on-a-true-story film, “Togo: The
Untold True Story,” on Disney+, which tells
the true story of what happened during the
1925 diphtheria epidemic, called the Great
Race of Mercy, that struck Nome, Alaska. If
the story sounds familiar to you, it’s possible
that it is because of another dog by the name
of Balto. For years, Balto took all the credit
for the sled dogs’ heroic actions as he and his
team were the ones to deliver the serum during
the last stretch, but the truth was that he was
actually the third dog in line who should’ve
received praise. First, came Togo, who led his
team over 261 miles — most of the relay—
followed by Fox and Balto, who ran 55 miles
on the same team. While Fox had been the lead
dog beside Balto, the newspapers of the time
only included Balto’s name as they felt Fox
would be too confusing a name for headlines.

Besides being a sap for dog movies,
especially those based on true stories, this story
actually left me questioning a lot of historical
events. It wasn’t until a few years ago that we
realized that Christopher Columbus did not, in
fact, discover America so what else have we
been taught differently and wrongly about?
As the younger generations, it is our job to
ask the right questions and change the wrong
answers. Oftentimes, winners have been the
ones to write our history books, but what
about all the minorities? What about their
stories and voices? There are many sides to
one story. Given how much we’ve advanced
in our understanding of perspective, we should
take it upon ourselves to try and uncover the
real stories that shaped us. In order to create a
better world, we must be willing to look into
the past and fix the mistakes that are indeed
fixable. It all starts with the truth.

People take their aesthetic very seriously,
maybe way too seriously in some cases. Social
media and the influencers that use social
media to connect with millions of users and—
well, as their self-given title says— influence
them aren’t setting the best example.
For instance, many influencers decided it
would be a great photo opportunity to lay in
the fields of wildflowers during the California
Superbloom. Yeah, it makes sense that they
would want to lay on a bunch of flowers that
only bloom every 10 years. However, the
flowers died shortly after they had lain on
them, but at least they got the perfect shot for
their Instagram and a boost to their fragile
egos through the likes of people that have
no idea the destruction that these influencers
caused. Sadly, they did it for the “Gram,” I
guess. Yeah, it makes total sense for us to go
out there and destroy the natural world just for
a nice picture and a couple of likes.
Come on, how ridiculous does that sound.
With a generation that is all about saving the
turtles with hydro flasks and metal straws,
how can they not see the destruction that these
influencers are causing? And you might say,
“But Alexander, what about the aesthetic?”
To be completely honest, I don’t care about

your aesthetic. You know what I care about?
Making sure that the beauties of nature are
preserved for future generations to see. This
isn’t even the end of these influencers’ actions.
After killing these unique and rare flowers for
a quick picture, they decided to pick a few
of them and take them home. Did you know
that you are not allowed to remove plant
specimens from a national park? Well, that is
exactly what they did and are doing.
Enough about the actions of these
horrible individuals, though. I’d like to end
this article on a happier note, so why don’t I
teach you about how you can visit national
parks without completely destroying the
surrounding ecosystem when you take your
photographs. Here is a simple principle that
should help you and it is one that I have been
using for pretty much my whole life: leave no
trace. It a very simple statement. You should
always leave a park as it was when you got
there, if not cleaner. Throw out your trash in
the proper receptacles and don’t take anything
out of the park that you didn’t bring in with
you in the first place. Another great way to
think about it is when you go to leave a park,
leave only footprints and take only memories.

Going green is more than just an aesthetic
By: Emma Heineman
Features Editor

“Save the Turtles!”— I’m sure you
recognize this popular slogan as something
you’ve heard more times than you’d like over
the last year. Whether the phrase conjures the
vomit-inducing image of a teenage VSCO girl
with a hydro flask or an image of a sign in a hip
new restaurant that only provides paper straws,
no three words sum up the recent superficial
response to climate change better than those
three words. While the trend may be a great
first step to doing your part to help out the
environment, having a metal straw is still far
from making someone an environmentalist.
There have always been individuals
concerned for the well being of the environment,
but with the help of the establishment of
environmentalism as a new aesthetic, that
number has seemingly increased. However,
while it may seem like there are more people
waving about their reusable straws in support
of the turtles, the trend begs the question: do
people actually care about the environment or
is going green just a popular fad?
The answer is more complicated than
it seems. While it is certainly true that
environmentalism has been on the rise in
industrialized countries over the past few
decades, it is at least plausible to consider that
the eco-friendly trends only put on the facade
of being green. Sure, using a paper or even
metal straw can be a small part of helping the
global climate crisis, but in comparison to other
organized efforts, the impact is small.
What many people seem to neglect
to remember is that being environmentally
friendly isn’t something you can put into a box.

There is no one way to help the environment
and making it an aesthetic effectively takes the
spotlight off of the myriad of ways you can do
your part. There are so many different ways to
have a positive impact on the environment, but
unfortunately, not all of them are trendy. That
said, it is important to be aware that what a
green lifestyle looks like to you, might not be
the same as someone else — and that’s okay.
Some of the most important things
to consider when deciding what living a
sustainable life means to you are the costs and
benefits of your actions, not just their aesthetic
appeal. One example of this is the use of
reusable totes for groceries. Yes, they are super
cute and make you feel great when you walk out
of a store without a single plastic bag in hand,
but in reality, the resources and energy that go
into making the totes far surpass the resources
used to make plastic bags. That’s not to say that
plastic bags are the best choice, but unless you
use reusable totes enough, you aren’t really
making a difference. As it turns out, a recent
study conducted by the Administration of
Environment and Food of Denmark found that
it requires 35 to 85 reuses for paper and plasticbased totes, 7,100 reuses for cotton totes and
over 20,000 reuses for totes made from organic
cotton in order to make up for the resources that
went into it.
So yes, use reusable totes, buy metal
straws and aim to decrease your waste in any
way you can, but also, do your research and
be aware that some of the environmentally
friendly habits may be masquerading as an
equally as harmful practice.

PRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM E. HEINEMAN
Reusable straws may be the next big trendy thing, but it is a great way to take steps
for your personal impact on the environment.
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Is the “add/drop week” enough time?
By: Kathleen Crapson
Chief of Visual Design

Let me opine for a bit, indulge me if you
will because this is about to go full-blown
rant. One week is not enough for the add/drop
decision-making process.
As a graduating senior, I’ve lived through
my share of add/drop weeks. “Bonkers” is the
word that comes to mind. The week inspires
so many swirling questions: “Do I really have
the mental fortitude to decide if this course is
happening at the right time in my academic
plan? Will dropping this course delay my
graduation?” Not to mention, sometimes you
never really know until you’re in too deep.
Allow me to explain.
For the most part, the first week is a bit

of a slow 10 mph vibe. It’s a time where you
introduce yourself and your major, along with
a few other random factoids. You read the
syllabus with your classmates, and try to feel
out the conditions of the course. But that’s for
an in-person class. What about online classes?
The situation gets even worse. There is no
physical aspect to interpret communication,
specifically where the professor gets to
elaborate on assignments within the syllabus
or answer your burning questions. Now, the
main focus of my anger is not to harp on online
classes, but the communication medium can
impact your decision as to whether to stay in
the course.

It’s not until things ramp up to a decent 40
mph — simultaneously in all of your courses
— that you really get a sense of whether
your course-load is manageable. That usually
happens by week two or three. But by that
time, you are expected to pay the “sliding
scale.” Week two drop means you are refunded
75% of tuition, week three is 50%, et cetera,
et cetera. This can cause “first-week frenzy”
as many people are motivated by losing this
large amount of money (potentially thousands
of dollars), and then sporadically add or drop
courses.
Let’s say that Monday morning of week
two causes a monumental breakdown where

you realize that you are absolutely swamped
with law dockets or lab assignments or
whatever (don’t mind me, I’m an art major).
By then, you are still required to pay 25% of
the course. There is so much pressure with
mentally adjusting to new schedules that
adding the money facet to the dynamic can add
even more stress to students.
The mental calculation that comes with
enrolling in courses, managing my life schedule
for the next four months, and then the actual
math of deciding whether to continue in my
course (only to drop later and lose 25% of my
tuition investment) is a part of my university
years that I will not miss.

Let NSU be more than just your college
By: Christina McLaughlin
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Let’s be real. We are all at NSU for one
reason and one reason only: to get a degree.
At least, that is what most people are here for.
But college is supposed to be more than that.
You’re supposed to get engaged with clubs and
organizations, get passionate about causes and
“find yourself” while you learn more about
your potential career field.
Sure, it might be hard to think about
doing those kinds of things when you’re trying
to focus on getting an A, but it’s important to
at least give it a shot. Look at it this way: we
all hear our parents or other adults in our lives
mention the “good old days of college” when
we bring up we are studying at NSU, but I have
never understood or had that mentality. What

are the good “old days of college?” I’m a junior
and most of my memories of NSU are about
classwork, studying, pulling all-nighters and
maybe a night or two on the town.
I don’t think I’m alone in that. In our
generation, we are aware that finding a job after
graduation is hard, especially since a lot of us
have college debt that we are going to have to
worry about. Despite that, we can’t forget that
it is just as important to balance all that school
out with a social life, no matter what that means
for you. That way, when we look back at our
fond memories of NSU, they aren’t all just full
of stories from the classroom, but outside the
classroom too. Now, I’m not saying go crazy
and throw a week-long rager in Mako Hall —

I don’t think the RA’s or your neighbors will
approve.
I think you need to do what sounds
interesting to you, wherever your interests lie.
If it means starting a club on campus for those
who love watching “The Office,” go ahead and
do that. If that means attending that party your
roommate invited you to or even just going to
the movies or the flea market on your free days,
do what matters to you and don’t be afraid to let
NSU be a part of that.
Go to some of the games on campus or
other student-based activities that the university
puts on. SEABoard, SGA and a lot of other
organizations work really hard to make the
experiences you have at NSU outside of the

classroom just as fulfilling and engaging as
inside the classroom. So go on, make some
memories. You never know, maybe you will
meet your soon-to-be best friend on line at
Crunch Brunch or maybe your future partner in
life or your career will be at that one party you
almost said no to.
What I’m trying to say is that college is a
short time in our lives where we make lasting
memories we can look back on. It’s really the
only time in life that you will ever have as
much free time. So take advantage of the time
you have and make some memories so that one
day when a college student mentions that they
go to NSU or another university, you can tell
your own stories of the “good old days.”

With add/drop week ending,
what could NSU do to better
accommodate students and
their schedules?

“I think that this school is very
STEM aligned and it is a STEM
school, but for a lot of students that
have a passion for the arts or for
writing, it’s hard to align students
who have different interests. I am
an art minor, but a biology major,
and a lot of the courses conflict, so
I have to take really early classes
for bio and really late classes to
accommodate for art and that is
sometimes frustrating,”
-Iksita Nallapaneni, freshman
biology major.

“We need a better system for the
shark shuttles because a lot of
students have classes. For example,
at UPP and they have another class
10 minutes later at Carl Desantis,
and the shuttle shows up randomly
based on whenever they want. The
app is also not accurate. It doesn’t
show where the shuttle is [making
it] really difficult to get from place
to place,”
-Celeste Jaworski,
sophomore marine
biology major.

“I’m a business major and the thing “By offering more times for courses.
that I found was [a problem was]
A lot of classes aren’t offered evthat a lot of business classes are
ery time of the year and they get
offered at the same times. For
blocked off. So, [NSU] should offer
example, microeconomics was
more classes,”
one class that prevented me from
taking other classes that I would’ve
-Kelli Green, sophomore
liked to take. There weren’t enough
international studies
business classes offered,”
-Valeria Sanchez, senior
marketing major.
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AND NSU FACULTY!
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2019 - 20

Thursday, January 30, 2020 | 8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Alvin Sherman Library

 Attend in person, online, or request a recording
 Complimentary breakfast and lunch
 Registration is required

Register online or call:
lib.nova.edu/powerpub
954-262-4542

Car Buyers from all over South Florida
are switching to Rick Case
Rita & Rick Case

because Rick Case is the only place to get our
Guaranteed Lowest Price & Payment or your Money-Back.
3-Day Money-Back Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied, return the vehicle within 3 days or 300 miles
for a complete refund. Excludes Maserati & Alfa Romeo.

And Now Save Even More during our

Make the Switch

Sale
You can Save $1000s!
AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Since 1962

Honda Cars

I-75 at Griffin Road

rickcase.com

Honda Cycles
Hyundai • Genesis
Acura
Hyundai • Genesis
I-75 at Griffin Road I-75 Auto Row on Weston Road On 441 at Sunrise Blvd. On 441 at Sunrise Blvd.

888-332-2353

888-717-5262

888-618-1568

866-270-0168

888-596-9647

Volkswagen

KIA

Maserati • Alfa Romeo

FIAT

888-603-9672

888-603-0957

855-893-6275

888-514-0274

I-75 Auto Row on Weston Road Sunrise Blvd. at Sawgrass I-75 Auto Row on Weston Road I-75 Auto Row on Weston Road

